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BOOKS and COMMENT

Kenneth Lash

SOME INADEQUACIES OF

'CONTEMPORARY POETRY

AT U SUA L L Y reflects its time and place. Its strongest
works will also act as a kind of barometer of a climate yet
to come. Its minor works will register prevailing winds.

At its weakest it will go on recording a storm long since spent.
This is what American poetry, with the usual exceptions, seems to
have been doing since the big blow of the 20'S and 30'S.

These were peculiarly American winds, with their emphasis on
technique, their preoccupation with abstraction, and their sense
of moral outrage. They were good strong things in their time.
The trouble is that those who came after seemed to think that
one's proper task was either to imitate the fabulous storm with
his own faint thunder, or to crack his poetic cheek and blow away
the little curbings that had somehow escaped. Thus what once
was fresh grows stale and unprofitable. What once was true grows
false.

Take the matter of technique, for example, about which
Pound, Eliot, and others lectured us with telling effect. I wonder
if ever in history there were in one place at one time as many
technically competent poets as there are in America today. Tech
nique can be learned, our communications are unexcelled, and
we seem to be the most facile of all civilizations. But technique
plus facility often add up to a kind of neon cleverness. Once it's
decided that April is the cnlelest month and poetry a game, art

~)O
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BOOKS AND COMMENT

is on its way to becoming artifice. The question of our poetic dic
tion is illustrative.

Originally it was fresh and exciting, though the 1913 Imagists
attached silly labels announcing it as "the language of common
speech." Except for folk~bal1ads, poetry has little to do with com
mon speech other than to render it uncommon. All that can be
done is to substitute one kind of poetic diction for another.
Whether one describes the world in terms of roseate dawn or
bo3:rdinghouse beds is a matter of historical mood. But historical
appropriateness is important, and so the experimenting and ad
justing that these people involved themselves in made possible a
"contemporary" poetic realization. What th;ey did was to take the
hard, unpoetic words of twentieth-century living, and by means
of juxtaposition and struttural relation make them "poetic," ,i.e.,
emotionally and intellectually evocative. It was more a matter of
unusual phrases than of separate words, but it was still diction.

Once it represented a fresh vision and a new kind of accuracy,
aut if a diction keeps welling long enough, some new generation
will eventually drown in it. Today's version is as inflated, as
straitening. and as boring as any rosy-fingered Victorianism.
The shock value 6f unusual word juxtaposition (often mistaken
for brilliant metaphor in our fr~e-associationworld) can cover
a lack of dramatic insight; free vei"se can disguise a lack of inner
form. The result is often a kind of unintegrated stylism that hides
everything but its blinding self.

This tendency is abetted by the charactqristic abstractness of
much of our poetry. America has always glowed with abstractions,
sometimes very ironically so. I suppose that the earlier twentieth
century poets specifically needed to be abstract in order to express
the abstractiless of science and machines, and to tell us that a rose
is noma rose, that the inmost Chinese box of every truth contains
its opposite. So their poetry was charncterized by an indirection of
emotion and am~ivalence of conclusion. A great relief after a
hundred years of God's in his heaven all's right with the world.
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92 KEN NET H LAS H "

/ ... ...----...-Inut what a potential Pandora's boxI Breaking down accepted
truths is a lot easier and flashier than putting them together, and
ambiguity is the finest possible camouflage for pretentiousness.

t'~)
'-, Once there's no pinning down to "conclusions," and no personal
\ commitment except to an established vision, it's easy to look like

a sage. But that matters less than the fact that by now the accepted
truth is ambiguity, and so we are overdue to involve ourselves
again with the concrete, to rediscover its identity in some way on
some level.

I know that contemporary poetry looks concrete. Sometimes it
is, magnificently so. But less and less does it find the directness of
lines like "An aged man is but a paltry thing, / A tattered coat
upon a stick, ...tt More and more it's a question of concrete de
tail inventecf(rather than "seen") to support some correlative,
some foreordained vision. There's something too deductive about
correlatives. Poetry, like all art, is more an inductive process. It's
at its best when it surprises hugeness coiled like a spring inside
some "small" fact. It's at its worst when it employs the kind of
intellectual "pathetic fallacy" that is basic to deductive systett
and generalization. The meaning of a poem ought to seep up from
underneath a tangible, somehow innocent, exterior; not club
down from behind a duck-blind. Poetic t~aps are for propaganda.

A poet doesn't usually propagandize anything but his own emo
tional attitudes, which can be a good or bad th"ing depending
upon the vitality and individuality of these attitudes. In 1917
Prufrock scored well on both points, but what is he doing around
here now being rewritten fifty times a day? His lines are said, and
he belongs offstage with streetcars and dead salesmen. A growing
sense of this fact must lie behind the current preparations for
crucifying Eliot, whose un-Christlike crime consists in having
been too much imitated. Imitated in a very unfortunate way,
since the followers were swallowing his propaganda whole at the
very moment that history was getting ready to cough it up. Fif
teen years have been like fifty in rearranging the central facts of
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BOOKS AND COMMENT 93

our time, and yet the old indignations are still being screeched.
I don't know anything more discouraging. than second-hand
moral outrage which assumes a condition that no longer exists,
or does not exist in the assumed form. This $ituation is forever.
turning up when moral discoveries have been around long
enough to freeze into attitude.

The general poetic climate has moved from the moral tension
of Hopkins, to the occasional synthesis of Yeats and sometimes
Pound, to the j'accuse of Eliot and Pound at other times, to the
air of contemporary condemnation. It's already stale air. I don't
think the poets need any longer count th~ ways in which they do
not love this world. Even Hollywood has caught up with the
shameful truth. By now America the ugly is just as puerile as
America the beautiful. But the intellectuals, wearing sadness on
their sleeves, keep the old routine going. And the sad songs of the
POet turn to hurlings of self-pity.

What began as a realistic exposure of sickness in times that
were thought to be healthy, has lingered on to become emotional
attitudinizing in times that are known to be sick. It's a kind of
perverse romanticism: Camille among the lepers. The rotting
hull replaces the daffodils, and becomes in t.ime just as much a
cliche of attitudeL'"

"t" "",,\

I suppose that psychology, through little fault of its own, is
partly responsible. It was with a sense of shock that we came to
discover how many things were wrong with us; and' it was with a
sense of delight that we found out howl much others were to
blame for our plight. But contemporary man's awareness of his
delicacy, though it may make him sicker does not make him
uniquely delicate; nor does the medical identificatiQP ~f aggres
sive components make the world intrinsically more hostile. What
happened to the top of the iceberg? Obviously sufJering is not
automatically a bad thing. Quite the reverse: with allowances for
extent, suffering is the only way by which we learn the only things
that are really worth knowing. \Vithout it there is no art. This is
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94 KENNETH LASH

antique philosophizing, but I think it clarifies what I'm trying to
say, or rather to ask: where is the visage of the strength of sadness,
which is that of wisdom? how can significant poetry derive from
an attitude basically anachronistic and superficial?

Even at the right time, only the finest poet who knows the most
personal despair can produce beauty out of a portrait of temporal
sterility and local doom. The others just produce the portrait. It
may have co~temporary accuracy and hence a real value, though
more social than artistic. Social phenomena gain significance in
ratio to the number of pe9ple sharing a like attitude; for the
creating artist the reverse is true. That step ahead, which he takes
or does not take, means everything. Much of his strength lies in
his perversity, which is really the perversity of truth by which
the idea too long established stands in need of destruction, and
the idea being destroyed needs preservation.

Perhaps the latter is wanted now to save from the scrap-heap a
.rationalism too long misapplied and misunderstood. Or perhaps
we have already entered an age of superstition (mystic political
and religious conversions, "secret" weapons, the fat, omniscient
"eye") . Or perhaps all such theorizing is relatively unimportant,
since the central facts of our time are pain and terror. This last
is the opinion of the published majority of our poets.

All right, but terror is a positive force, not at all the same as
wasteland sterility. What's on the loose now is not the national
salesman but the universal confidence man. Among American
writers, Melville had by far the greatest poetic understanding of
moral terror that is beyond mores. The idea frightened Haw
thorne. It's probably frightening us too, so that we deal with ter
ror on its surface. The surface of terror is where we select our
masks and choose our culpables; writing about it re$ults in a
parade of small, degrading fears-degrading because they show
that we have not gone near the door of our real terror. If we did,
the fear would be equally real, since good reason for it would be
apparent. Such fear is natural and valid. Obviously fear has al-
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BOOK.S AND COMM·ENT 95

ways been an integral pan of man's deepest experience, as well as
motive of much of his works and days. What is wanted is assimila
tion, not.sell-pity. What's the point of the poet's yelping that
fright is loose in a nasty age when in fact for the first time since
the discovery of the wheel all mankind is involved in a struggle
for simple survival. Bleats of wounded sensitivity just don't mat
ter enough now. They are insufficient unto the day.

So is much of ~ontemporaryAmerican poetry, though my de
scription of it here does not pretend to be a full portrait. Nor
even an impartial one, since I have principally concerneq myself
with exploring what I believe to be certain basic inadequacies.
But let me be most clear about this: my quarrel is with this poetry
("modern" poetry) on its own level. I am not waving a banner
b~po~~~~~~~b~~u~~~

of New Yorker magazine. My interest and what must seem pec~

liar allegiance are with the poets up' front. My complaint is that
the front isn't far enough up. And I think this has to do with laws
of diminishing returns, or with some corollary truth which makes
the heir rich and unlucky.

I know that there are other reasons for the failure, though I
have no faith in such bogeymen as bankers, conveyor-belts, and
bombs. They may mess up an age, but they don't make it prosaic.
Imitative critics and "intellectu!1ls" are more apt to do this,once
they start talking the guts out of art and building up the shibbo
leths of the group,l a process which has become both easier and
more effective because of our inescapable ,system of communica
tions. To the detriment of both, there is less and less difference
between a garret and a university: the same prefabricated opin
ions come seeping through the walls. It's obvious that vitality and
individuality are needed in many places. But a poet must have
them.

If poetry is to be widely read again, it must, as has often been
said, move on toward artistic simplicity of diction. B\.1t it must
1 See Harold Rosenberg's excellent article in Commentary, September, 1948: "The
Herd of Independent Minds."
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96 KENNETH LASH

also move toward some point of saying to more people more
things that they don't already know, of giving to more people
feelings that they don't already have. Vitality and individuality
are not simply assets of an artist: they are basic ingredients of his
genumeness.
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Katherine Simons

ITEM: SHAKESPEARE

A
0 N G the current additions to the vast store of Shake-

..J '"

. spearean and Elizabethan commentary, three recent
books follow already well-defined approaches to Shake-

. speare and the plays of his day. Alice Venezky's Pageantry on the
Shakespearean Stage 1 is an examination, from the standpoint of
the Shakespearean theatre, of the uses of pageantry; J. V. Cun
ningham's Woe or Wonder 2 views Shakespearean tragedy in
terms of the idea of tragedy inherited from classical and medieval
tradition and developed· by the Elizabethans; Harold C. God
dard 3 takes his place with the subjective qitics, since ·he is con
cerned not so much with Shakespeare the dramatist of his age as
with Shakespeare the poet for all time and particularly for us of
this troubled and violent<twentieth century.

All three move in distinguished company. Men like Sir E. K.
Chambers, Harley Granville-Barker, W. J. Lawrence, and John

1 Twayne Publishers, 1951.
2 Woe or Wonder: the Emotional Effect ofSh<zkespearean Tragedy. The University
of Denver Press, 1951.
3 The Meaning of Shakespeare. The University of Chicago Press, 1951.
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